
Abstract The interaction of a highly conserved
secondary structural RNA motif of Halobacterium
halobium and Escherichia coli 23S ribosomal RNAs with
the peptidyl transferase inhibitor antibiotic amicetin has
been investigated by proton NMR spectroscopy and
molecular modelling. The NMR spectra of the synthetic
35mer RNA motifs revealed spectral features characteristic
of a stable, well folded A-RNA type tertiary conformation,
including resolved resonances assigned to unpaired bases
located in the middle of the motif strongly implicated in
amicetin binding. Addition of amicetin to the 35mer RNA
samples was accompanied by significant and discrete
changes to the spectra which can be qualitatively
interpreted to the changes induced to the local
conformation of the RNA motifs arising from the formation
of a specific complex with amicetin. These results are also
supported by the unconstrained molecular model of RNA-
amicetin complex which highlights potential interactions
between the two molecular components.
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Introduction

Interest in the involvement of RNA in protein biosynthesis
has increased following extensive studies on the binding of
antibiotic drugs to specific target sites on ribosomal RNA

(rRNA) [1–3]. It is noteworthy that resistance to antibiotics
often involves a single mutation [4, 5] or methylation of a
specific nucleotide in a highly conserved structural motif of
rRNA [6], confirming the highly specific nature of RNA-
antibiotic interactions. Recently, the crystal structures of
the large 50S subunit [7] and 30S small subunit [8] of
ribosomal RNA and their complexes with a number of
antibiotics [9, 10] have been solved.

The most important functional site on the ribosome is the
‘peptidyl transfer centre [3, 11] and previous resistance
studies using a number of antibiotics such as chloram-
phenicol and ‘Macrolide, Lincosamide and Streptogramin’
(MLS) antibiotics have located this within 23S like rRNAs
in the highly conserved central circle of domain V (Fig. 1a)
[4, 5]. However, based on more recent experiments, it has
been revealed that antibiotic inhibition of peptide transfer
can also take place by other mechanisms, attributing
functional and structural roles for analogous conserved
structural motifs lying adjacent to the catalytic transfer
centre [1, 12]. One such antibiotic, amicetin, belongs to a
functionally related family of drugs which share a hexose-
cytosine moiety (Fig. 1b) [2, 13]. Amicetin has been
described as an ‘universal’ antibiotic as it binds to a highly
conserved structural motif of 23S like rRNAs which occur
in organisms of different evolutionary origins (archae,
bacteria and eukarya) [12]. The secondary structures of the
highly conserved rRNA motifs of Hh and E. coli within the
central circle domain V, with affinity for amicetin, are
illustrated in Figure 1c, d.

The precise inhibitory role of amicetin in protein
synthesis remains unclear at this stage. It has been
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postulated that whereas some drugs belonging to the
category of chloramphenicol and macrolide antibiotics may
impair initial binding of the aminoacyl tRNA in the A-site,
other hexose-cytosine drugs such as amicetin may block the
movement of the aminoacyl group towards the P-site bound
peptidyl tRNA and that the drug binding sites lie very close
to the catalytic centre [4, 12]. Previously, amicetin binding
to 23S rRNA of intact Hh ribosomes were probed by
chemical footprinting experiments using nucleotide specific
chemical modification reagents in order to establish the
amicetin binding site [12]. However, these experiments
failed to yield discernible footprints and hence exact details
regarding the site and mode of amicetin binding to Hh
rRNA have remained obscure, despite the generation of a
spontaneous single nucleotide amicetin-resistant mutant
(U2457→C) strongly implying amicetin binding [12].
Similar “non-footprinting” antibiotics such as sparsomycin
(most potent inhibitor of protein synthesis ) involved in
ribosomal activity, causing a specific resistance mutation of
Hh 23S rRNA have been reported [14]. It is thus quite
likely that the non-footprinting antibiotics like amicetin,
sparsomycin interact with the Hh RNA to exert their effect
on the activity of ribosome without necessarily protecting
the bases from chemical modification. Clearly, more
precise three dimensional structural studies are required at
the molecular level if we are to begin to understand the
mode of interaction of rRNA motifs with antibiotics in
mechanistic detail.

In this paper, we describe the successful application of
NMR and unconstrained molecular modelling to
characterise the synthetic 35mer RNAs corresponding to
the highly conserved secondary structural RNA motifs of
Hh and E. coli 23S rRNAs shown to have affinity for
amicetin. We provide direct evidence for the interaction
between the RNA motifs and amicetin. There is increasing
evidence that smaller synthetic oligonucleotide analogues
of the well conserved rRNA secondary structural motifs
can adopt the relevant three dimensional fold and function
autonomously [15]. Determining the structures of such
motifs will be an essential step in understanding the
specificity of RNA-drug or RNA-protein interactions at the
molecular level [16].

Materials and Methods

Antibiotic
The amicetin antibiotic used for RNA binding studies was
obtained as a gift from Pharmacia-Upjohn, USA.

Chemical Synthesis of RNA
The single-stranded 35mer RNA samples were synthesised
by automated solid-phase synthesis and purified by HPLC
procedures (Oswel, U.K.). The purity of the samples was
checked by capillary zone electrophoresis which revealed a
single sharp peak, they also showed good stability with a
high Tm of 75°C. The 35mer RNAs used in this study
correspond to the sequences of the motifs shown in Figure
1c, d i.e., Hh RNA, 14mer 5�-C2089-U2102-3�/6mer linker
5�-CUUCGG-3�/15mer 5�-A2452-G2466-3� and E. coli
RNA, 14mer 5�-C2063-U2076-3�/6mer linker 5�-
CUUCGG-3�/15mer 5�-A2433-G2447-3�. Prior to spectral
characterization, the samples were heated to 70°C for 2
minutes and slowly cooled to room temperature to ensure
that the RNA molecules adopted a homogeneous, properly
folded conformation, free of any aggregation.

Empirical Free Energy Calculation
The empirical free energy calculation of the 35mer RNA
motifs was carried out using the Mfold program [17]
available on the web server (http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/
applications/mfold).

CD Spectroscopy
The CD spectra were measured on a Jasco-J720
spectropolarimeter at 295 K using a quartz cell with a 1 cm
path length and scanning the UV spectral region from 220
to 320 nm. Baseline error due to cell and buffer was
subtracted from each spectrum before plotting the CD
spectra of the individual RNA samples.

NMR Spectroscopy
One- and two-dimensional proton NMR experiments [18]
were carried out using Varian Unity 500 MHz and Varian
Inova 600 MHz NMR spectrometers, equipped with a triple
resonance inverse geometry gradient probe and electronic
variable temperature unit. The spectra were acquired using
Vnmr 6.1C software hosted by a Sun UNIX workstation
and the manufacturer supplied pulse programs with
modifications where necessary. The spectral width was set
to 22 ppm for experiments in H2O and the transmitter/
carrier was positioned on the water signal to minimise any
artefacts. The large resonance due to the water protons was
suppressed by the WATERGATE pulse sequence [19].
Typically, 128 scans were averaged for each FID before
apodisation and Fourier transformation. 1H chemical shifts
are reported with respect to dilute concentration of internal
dioxane (0.01% v/v) used as an internal reference standard
(d 3.761 ppm) [18].

Most of the 1D and 2D NMR data were initially
processed using Varian Vnmr 6.1C software. For display
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and analysis purposes, the data were later reprocessed using
both MestRe-C 3.4 (http://www.mestrec.com) running on
Microsoft Windows XP and NMRPipe software
(http://www.spin.niddk.nih.gov/bax/software/NMRPipe
running on the RedHat Linux 9.0 operating system
(http://www.redhat.com). Usually, each time domain (t1, t2)
data was zero-filled twice before apodisation by a shifted
sine bell function and then Fourier transformed to yield
frequency domain (d1, d2) spectra.

The NMR samples, as a 0.6 ml solution each, were
prepared by dissolving the RNA (0.60 mM) in H2O/D2O
(9 : 1) solvent mixture containing 20 mM PO4

3�, pH 6.2.
Titrations with amicetin antibiotic were carried out by
adding microlitre volumes of a stock solution of the
antibiotic to RNA samples.

Unconstrained Molecular Modelling and Molecular
Dynamics Simulation [20, 21]

Modelling of Amicetin
The amicetin model was constructed within HyperChem
7.5. Charge values for individual atoms of amicetin were
determined using ab initio calculations with the medium
sized 6-31G* basis set. The antibiotic starting coordinates
were then exported into X-PLOR and energy minimized.
The minimized structure was then subjected to a 1ns
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation in vacuo at 300 K,
where at every 100 ps the model was cooled and its
conformation recorded.

Modelling of 35mer Hh RNA Motif
The spatial coordinates of the Hh 35mer RNA were derived
from the 2.4 Å crystal structure of the large 50S ribosomal
subunit from Haloarcula marismortui (PDB accession
number 1FFK) [7]. The latter showed a high degree of
sequence homology to the Hh 35mer motif, including in the
critical dinucleotide and mononucleotide bulge regions of
the motif. Specifically, mutation of nucleotides at 2095 (G-
A) and 2461 (C-U) were made to generate the respective
Hh RNA primary sequence. The UUCG tetra loop was
constructed with the same initial coordinates as that given
for the 2.8 Å resolution structure (PDB accession number
1F7Y) [22]. The resulting 35mer RNA motif (Fig. 1c) was
then geometry optimized using X-PLOR. NOE energy
terms were then incorporated into the forcefield to maintain
Watson-Crick base pairs as predicted by the secondary
structural model, and confirmed by 1H imino-imino
sequential assignment. NOE contacts of 2.3�0.4 Å were
applied between the atomic groups maintaining the
canonical G-C and A-U Watson-Crick base pairs. The
35mer model was then subjected to a 60 ps MD simulation

at 300 K in vacuo, followed by a cooling step and energy
minimization.

Docking Model of Amicetin-Hh 35mer RNA Complex
The above energy minimised structural models of amicetin
and Hh 35mer RNA were placed 20 Å apart within
HyperChem 7.5 and the new coordinate file was then
transferred back into X-PLOR. Simulated annealing of the
amicetin-RNA complex began with a 40000 step energy
minimization. Energy terms within the forcefield included
bond length, angle, dihedral, van der Waals, improper, H-
bond, and also an NOE energy term.

ETOTAL�∑ Ebond�Eang�Edihe�Evdw�Eimpr�EHbon�ENOE

The latter energy term was applied to maintain the base
pairing scheme implied by the proposed secondary
structural model and the observed 1H imino-imino NOE
sequential connectivities. For the maintenance of the
Watson-Crick base pairing schemes, inter-proton distance
constraints of 2.3�0.4 Å were applied to each H-bond of
the canonical G-C and A-U base pairing schemes. Force
constants for all bond lengths, bond angles, improper
angles and dihedral angles were set at 1000, 500, 500 and
500 kcal mol�1, respectively. The high dihedral force
constant ensured purine rings remained parallel, whilst the
high improper force constant helped maintain perfect
chirality. Following energy minimization, the docking
model was subjected to a MD simulation at 300 K followed
by a cooling step. Representative conformations were
recorded after every 100 ps during a1ns simulation.

Results and Discussion

Design, Synthesis and Stability of Single-Stranded
35mer RNAs for Binding to Amicetin
We selected the highly conserved secondary structural
RNA motifs corresponding to Hh and E. coli 23S rRNA,
the helical stem motif in the upper part of the central circle
region (Fig. 1a), for amicetin binding based on the results
previously reported in the literature [12] and discussed
above. The underlined nucleotides of the hexanucleotide
linker (5�-CUUCGG-3�), occuring commonly in ribosomal
RNAs, has been shown to form a stable tetraloop and
confer high thermal stability [23]. The empirical free
energy calculations showed that the synthetic 35mer motif,
despite the UUCG tetra loop and internal bulges (Fig.
1c, d), has a low free energy (Hh �16.0 kcal mol�1 and E.
coli �18.0 kcal mol�1) and hence is predicted to be
endowed with good stability. These values correlate well
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with the data noted for an analogous 38mer RNA from
EMCV IRES, endowed with a GNRA tetraloop, an internal
7nt asymmetrical bulge and a single C-U mismatch, which
showed a predicted free energy of �14.0 kcal mol�1 and
demonstrated to produce good NMR spectra [15].

CD spectroscopy is a useful and rapid method to identify
experimental conditions before commencing an NMR
structural investigation. DNA and RNA exhibit readily
distinguishable CD spectral features correlating with their
B-DNA and A-RNA type conformation respectively, with
characterisic ellipticity bands in the UV region
(190�320 nm) [24]. We measured the CD spectra of the
binding of 2 molar equivalents of amicetin to E. coli 35mer
RNA and analysis of the spectra showed a large change
with a decrease in intensity of the 280 nm band, noted to be
sensitive to conformational variation taking place within
the A-form helix [24]. These results demonstrate that the
synthetic 35mer RNA motif is endowed with a well folded

A-RNA type conformation with the disposition of a
binding site for amicetin.

NMR Assignment of Imino Protons and Titration with
Amicetin
The 1H-NMR spectra of synthetic Hh and E. coli 35mer
RNAs were measured both in H2O and D2O which
remained invariant over prolonged periods thus attesting to
their stability [25]. The spectra showed resonances due to
non-exchangeable protons in the characteristic narrow
chemical shift 8.5�3.5 ppm range and several shifted
resonances in the low-field end of the spectrum
15.0�11.5 ppm arising from the exchange labile imino
protons of the hydrogen-bonded C-G and A-U basepairs
making up the helical secondary structure of the RNA
motif. As an illustration, the 600 MHz proton NMR
spectrum of Hh 35mer RNA measured in H2O at 283 K is
shown in Figure 3a where the above mentioned resonances
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Fig. 1 (a) A schematic illustration of the secondary structural model of the peptidyl transferase central circle region of
domain V. The four digit numbering signifies the numbering scheme used for the Hh 23S rRNA sequence. The helical stem
region above the central circle shows the site of amicetin induced mutation, C2457 Amir (b) the chemical structure of the
peptidyl transferase inhibitor antibiotic amicetin. Labels b, d and �III� indicate sites of interaction with 35mer RNA motif in
the molecular model of the complex. (c) the highly conserved amicetin binding 35mer RNA motif of Hh 23S rRNA spanning
the sequence 14mer 5�-C2089-U2102-3�/6mer linker 5�-CUUCGG-3�/15mer 5�-A2452-G2466-3� (d) the analogous 35mer
RNA motif of the E. coli 23S rRNA spanning the sequence 14mer 5�-C2063-U2076-3�/6mer linker 5�-CUUCGG-3�/15mer 5�-
A2433-G2447-3� is shown alongside.



due to labile imino protons can be identified. After taking
into account the observed overlap, the number of
resonances in the 15�12 ppm correspond well with the
estimated number of hydrogen bonded A-U and C-G base
pairs stemming from the predicted helical secondary
structure of the Hh RNA motif shown in Figure 1c. In
addition, the observation of several resolved resonances in
the 11.5�9.5 ppm region is usually associated with non
hydrogen bonded, labile imino protons of U and G bases
[26] and hence they may be reliably identified with the
unpaired bases belonging both to the highly conserved
bulge(s) in the middle and the capped nucleotide loop
linker at the top of the predicted motif (Fig. 1c). Similarly,
the spectrum of E. coli 35mer RNA was measured in H2O
with analogous pattern of resonances (not shown) to the
Hh.

Figure 2 shows the NOESY spectrum of uncomplexed
Hh 35mer RNA in H2O, where sequential connectivities
have been traced for imino protons in close proximity of
nucleotides adjacent to each other in the sequence of the
stem-loop. All of the cross peaks have been unambiguously
identified and their connectivities assigned to sequence-
specific nucleotides of the stem-loop. A striking feature of
the spectrum is the identification of NOESY cross peak
between the imino protons of U30 and G8.

The chemical shifts of the nucleotides U16 (12.36 ppm)
and G19 (9.71 ppm) of the UUCG tetra loop correlate well
with those found in other similarly sized RNA motifs
containing the same UUCG tetra loop [27].

After the addition of increasing molar equivalents of
amicetin to the Hh 35mer RNA sample, a variety of
changes in chemical shift and selective line broadening to
the assigned imino proton resonances can be observed in
the spectrum of the complex measured in H2O (Fig. 3a–e).
Thus, amicetin induced chemical shift changes to some of
the imino proton resonances of hydrogen-bonded basepairs
(C-G and A-U) and selective broadening of the resolved
resonances of the non hydrogen bonded imino protons of G
and U bases are indicated by vertical lines. It is noteworthy
that resolved resonances due to nucleotides U6, G8, U30,
U31 located in the bulge region of the motif (Fig. 1c)
exhibit selective broadening upon binding to amicetin. As
indicated, progressive line broadening is also caused to the
mutationally sensitive residue U26 during the same
titration. However, it may also be noted that the resonances
of the loop nucleotides U16, U17, G19 remain unaffected
throughout the titration.

NMR titrations of Hh and E. coli 35-mer RNAs with
amicetin were also carried out in D2O in order to monitor
changes induced to the non-exchangeable proton
resonances of the respective RNAs after progressive

addition of the antibiotic (not shown). Again amicetin
induced selective broadening to some of the resolved RNA
resonances was observed suggesting a specific interaction
taking place between the aromatic protons of the RNA and
amicetin.

It is perhaps likely that the broadening of the specific
resonances noted above (Fig. 3a–e) arises from exchange
effects [28]. One possibility is that the exchange process
involved is simply between the unbound RNA and RNA-
amicetin complex. However, in the resonances of hydrogen
bonded C-G and A-U basepairs, for whom the above
chemical shift changes occur, there is no apparent
correlation between shift change and the linewidth. An
alternative possibility is that there are exchange processes
which specifically involve the non-hydrogen bonded imino
protons of unpaired G and U bases located in the flexible
regions of the RNA motif (such as the bulge in the middle)
and further detailed studies are required to identify the
specific motions responsible for the observed line
broadening. This phenomenon is paralleled by the selective
line-broadening observed for the backbone peptide NH
protons in the spectra of selectively labelled 15N-trp
repressor on binding to the operator oligonucleotide [29].
Here the broadening selectively affects residues, most
notably, in the flexible DNA-binding helix-turn-helix
domain. These selective changes in linewidth imply the
existence of some dynamic process(es) within the RNA-
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Fig. 2 500 MHz 1H-1H correlated, phase-sensitive NOESY
spectrum of Hh 35mer RNA (0.60 mM) dissolved in
H2O/D2O (9 : 1), 20 mM PO4

3�, pH 6.2 at 283 K.

Mixing time used for cross relaxation between protons in
close proximity was 250 ms. Connectivities tracing cross peaks
due to cross relaxation between adjacent imino protons
(NHi–NHi�1) of each base pair are labelled sequence specifically.



amicetin complex, affecting those bases close to the site of
interaction.

Unconstrained Molecular Modelling of Amicetin-RNA
Complex
The unconstrained model of amicetin-RNA complex
highlights several key interactions between the two
molecular components which may be functionally
significant and a section of the model is shown in Figure 4.
The imino proton H3 of the pyrimidine ring of the bulged
residue U6 (2094) makes a single hydrogen bond with the
carbonyl oxygen, labelled as d, of the aromatic cytosine
ring of the antibiotic. Similarly, the ribose 2�-OH donor
group of the same residue U6 (2094) makes a hydrogen
bond with the glycosidic-O-linker, labelled as b. The model
also predicts some kind of electrostatic interaction arising
between the antibiotic tertiary amide �III� of cytosine
ring and the carbonyl oxygen O4 of the pyrimidine ring of
U6 (2094), since the two atoms are only 2.9 Å apart.

The unconstrained model of the complex shows a folded
conformation for the amicetin antibiotic. This folding
appears strained, but its stability is gained from a network
of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds contacts and stacking
interaction (Fig. 4). The proposed folded conformation,
which consists of exposed potential hydrogen bond donors
and acceptors across the saccharide and peptide regions,

may be structurally critical for RNA binding.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have successfully designed and
chemically synthesised two 35mer ribosomal RNA motifs
of Hh and E. coli 23S rRNAs and demonstrated by NMR
spectroscopic measurements that they adopt a stable, well
folded A-RNA conformation in solution. The results of the
NMR studies also provide direct experimental evidence for
the specific binding of amicetin antibiotic to the RNA
motifs and this is supported by the unconstrained molecular
modelling of the amicetin-RNA complex. The above results
lay a strong foundation for further NMR studies to
determine the 3D structure of the 35mer RNA motifs
complexed to amicetin and the amicetin-resistant mutants.
These studies should facilitate the determination of factors
governing the specificity of interaction between the two
molecular components (RNA and amicetin) from a three-
dimensional structural standpoint. In a wider perspective,
the proposed NMR studies will provide a deeper and
critical insight into the molecular basis of antibiotic action
and antibiotic resistance [30].
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Fig. 3 600 MHz 1H-NMR spectra of the titration of
synthetic Hh 35mer RNA (0.60 mM) in H2O/D2O (9 : 1)
containing 20 mM PO4

3�, pH 6.2 at 283 K with amicetin
antibiotic (in molar equivalents) (a) 0.0, (b) 0.18, (c) 0.70, (d)
1.66, (e) 2.75.

Chemical shift changes and selective broadening of
resonances are indicated by vertical lines.

Fig. 4 Section of the unconstrained molecular model of
amicetin-Hh 35mer RNA complex after energy
minimisation.

The model highlights intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bond
interactions (2.3�0.4 Å) within the complex as shown by dotted
lines.
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